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Martha Graham, celebrated as the “Picasso of Dance,” perceived her dance performances

as a form of communication, articulating, “Dance was first because . . . it’s communication . . .

communication a feeling, a sensation to people.”1 Emphasizing new techniques, her dances –

underscored by the release and contraction within the breathing cycle – symbolized life and

expressed dramatic tension to the audience. Graham revolutionized modern dance into a medium

of cultural diplomacy, using it to express Americana themes that promoted the United States'

democratic origins and development into a twentieth-century nation. Transforming dance from

mere entertainment into a potent communication tool, she utilized her unique techniques to

convey poignant narratives, promoting Western values of freedom and inclusivity. Her visionary

approach reshaped international perceptions of America and continues to influence the use of

cultural diplomacy’s soft power tactics today via the arts.

In 1894, when Graham was born, ballet, the prevailing dance style, was primarily a form

of pure entertainment. With its “standardized esthetic approach,” ballet incorporated classical

lines and repetitive movements.2 A paradigm shift ensued with the advent of Symbolism, a

modern dance which championed a freer style, paralleling the New Women's movement in

society, where women were gaining independence. Popular in the 1920s, dancers focused more

on how one's body uniquely moved in bare feet, breaking away from constraining ballet shoes

2 John Martin, “The Dance: New Standards: Modern Forms of the Art and Its Technique,” The New York Times,
ProQuest Historical Newspapers: The New York Times with Index, X6, June 1, 1930.

1 Foulkes, Julia L.Modern Bodies: Dance and American Modernism from Martha Graham to Alvin Ailey.
University of North Carolina Press, 2006, 46; Martha Graham, “Martha Graham Reflects on Her Art and a Life in
Dance,” The New York Times, ProQuest Historical Newspapers: The New York Times with Index, March 31, 1985.



and tight corsets.3 Isadora Duncan was at the forefront, embracing dance to “express the truth of

my being in gesture and movement.”4 Training under Ruth St. Denis, another renowned dancer,

Graham flourished, learning to improvise and express her individuality through deliberate

gestures, becoming “of the best in the new movement” of modern dance.5 As a leading figure in

the modern dance revolution, Graham pioneered an era where dance evolved beyond

entertainment into a robust medium for social expression, setting the foundation for her future

role as a cultural ambassador.

In line with Graham's philosophy of dance as a form of communication, her

performances served as a form of artistic expression that also conveyed profound messages,

including emotions. This was unlike classic ballet dances, such as Swan Lake and Giselle, that

weaved narrative tales. Transcending Symbolism, Lamentation, debuted in New York City on

January 8, 1930, where Graham’s choreography explored grief, a “universal” emotion, by

utilizing tension in her movements. Throughout the dance, Graham remains seated, her

movements restrained by the tubular purple jersey costume, revealing only her feet and face (see

Appendix B). Her poignant struggle with her garment evoked powerful emotions, which

resonated with audience members; one of whom shared that the performance enabled her to

finally mourn her son’s death after many months.6 Graham’s modern dance style allowed the

dancer to reinvent herself and echo everyday life experiences, which became an appealing and

effective message as a cultural diplomacy tool.

Martha Graham’s dance production, American Document, utilized dance as a new form of

communication medium to encapsulate and project American ideals and history – a pivotal step

6 Martha Graham, Blood Memory (Doubleday 1991), 118.
5 Martin, “The Dance,” X6.
4 Isadora Duncan,My Life; (New York: Liveright Publishing Corporation, Copyright renewed 195), xxxiii.

3 "Loving Cup For PavLowa: Fellow Artists And Patrons Give Dancer an “Au Revoir Memento.”” The New York
Times (1857-1922), ProQuest Historical Newspapers: The New York Times with Index, Apr 26, 1922, 28.



in her journey to becoming a cultural diplomat. Created during the backdrop of the Great

Depression, American Document uniquely focused on American life’s complex reality by

depicting both the noble and scandalous aspects of American history, encapsulating Graham’s

conviction that “[a] dance reveals the spirit of the country in which it takes root.”7 Premiering in

1938 in the Vermont State Armory, the American Document not only showcased the Declaration

of Independence and Emancipation, but it also portrayed a Native American mourning land loss,

an astonishing message as this part of American history was rarely depicted during this time

period.8 Thus through productions like American Document, Graham wielded her modern

technique to articulate Americana’s ideals of individuality, democracy, and freedom of

expression. Her subsequent performance of Appalachian Spring, an ode to the American frontier,

at the Library of Congress in 1944 served as a springboard for her selection as a cultural

ambassador advocating American nationalism internationally.

Graham, considering engagement integral for effective communication, believed the

audience’s reaction and understanding were as equally important as the message conveyed by the

dance itself in creating a two-way dialogue. Demonstrated in responses to the American

Document, critic E. McC from the Dance Observer underscored this duality in evaluating this art

form, “the impact of a work of art on the public who will be its last judge.” He gauged the

American Document as a success based on the audience’s reaction to the themes, “for it speaks of

freedom, of democratic rights, of an inherent revulsion from injustice and exploitation . . . that is

why the audience cheered, as they made their own vow that freedom shall not perish.”9

Furthermore, Dana, a critic from the New York Daily Worker, also lauded the performance as,

9 E. McC., “Martha Graham and Dance Group,” Dance Observer (New York), January 1939.
www.loc.gov/item/ihas.200154078/.

8 Gervaise Butler, “‘American Document’ Reviewed,” Dance Observer, (New York) 1938.
www.loc.gov/item/ihas.200154015/.

7 Martha Graham, quoted in Maureen Needham. “I See America Dancing: Selected Readings, 1685-2000.” 203-204,
“Platform for the American Dance” by Martha Graham.



“American Document is important both because it bears a clear and unequivocal message and

sets a new high in theatrical dance forms . . . destined to appeal to the masses of people.”10 These

reviews signified Graham’s achievement. Her portrayal of America’s history and ideals through

dance won over audiences and garnered positive reviews, resulting in her selection as a cultural

ambassador.

While cultural diplomacy can be traced to Ambassador Thomas Jefferson’s era, amidst

the geopolitical shifts of the 1950s, marked a “golden age” for American cultural diplomacy,

Martha Graham’s modern dance found its place in communicating the virtues of the United

States. For the next 15 years after World War II, 36 independent new states emerged in Asia and

Africa due to decolonization from European rule. These nascent nations aspired to modernize

and enhance their living standards, attracting the attention of superpowers for their strategic

locations and abundant natural resources.11 This period was vital for geopolitical dynamics, as

President Eisenhower believed it was imperative to counter the Soviet Union’s propaganda and

prevent further conversion to communism, citing the “falling domino principle” at a news

conference, noting, “we simply can’t afford greater losses.”12 Consequently, Eisenhower

established the Emergency Fund for International Affairs to support cultural diplomacy abroad

and enacted the 1954 International Cultural Exchange and Trade Fair Participation Act,

endorsing diplomatic initiatives focusing on democratic merits and “new American solutions” to

twentieth-century problems with an accurate representation of everyday American life.13

Graham, whose modern dances conveyed universal emotions, timeless struggles, and a

13 Geduld, Victoria Phillips. Dancing Diplomacy: Martha Graham and The Strange Commodity of Cold-War
Cultural Exchange in Asia, 1955 and 1974 (Taylor & Francis, n.d), 57-58, https://www.jstor.org/stable/20749313.

12 Dwight D. Eisenhower, "The President's News Conference," The American Presidency Project, April 7, 1954,
accessed January 16, 2021, https://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/documents/the-presidents-news-conference-491.

11 Leffler, Melvyn P. “Cold War and Global Hegemony, 1945-1991.” OAH Magazine of History 19, no. 2 (2005): 66.
http://www.jstor.org/stable/25163766.

10 Margery Dana, “Martha Graham's 'American Document' at Carnegie,” New York Daily Worker, October 12, 1938.
www.loc.gov/item/ihas.200154060/.



revolutionary technique, was an ideal fit.14 Building on her relationship with President

Eisenhower, Graham became a pivotal figure in Cold War politics, serving under five different

presidents over 45 years as a cultural diplomat, reinforcing America’s democratic ideals and

modern solutions.

Advancing the concept of dance as a universal form of communication, Graham's

performances reshaped foreign perceptions of America, transcending linguistic barriers. Despite

skepticism surrounding her visits to anti-American countries, she left an indelible impression by

communicating alternative perspectives, which led to the “opening of doors” between nations.15

Namely, after her performance in India, a critic remarked that her dance, Lamentation, reshaped

his perception of Americans as “fat, well-fed, cigar-smoking.” During the 1954 Asia tour, the

troupe captivated audiences in Japan, Indonesia, India, Pakistan, Iran, and Israel. Critics were

enthralled, as Terry of the Herald Tribune encapsulated the success of Graham’s tour, “Can a

dancer win battles in the cold war? Martha Graham appears to be doing just that . . . with her art .

. . she is serving her country brilliantly.”16 This passionate international response reinforced the

State Department’s premise that “dance is a language in itself which can transcend national

boundaries and native language barriers.” Local representatives and press also voiced

enthusiastic appreciation for Graham’s performances. The American Embassy in Tokyo extolled,

“The uniquely American aspect of her art . . . was eloquent ideological testimony of America’s

cultural depth and vitality,” along with a request for collaboration to learn Graham’s modern

dance style.17 The Times of Indonesia also praised Graham’s performance, “this talented woman

17 "Hope for America: Performers, Politics and Pop Culture." Library of Congress.
https://www.loc.gov/exhibits/hope-for-america/cultural-diplomacy.html.

16 Terry Walter, "Dancing Her Way to Victory," New York Herald Tribune (1926-1962), January 15, 1956, ProQuest
Historical Newspapers: New York Tribune / Herald Tribune.

15 Graham, Blood Memory, 202.

14 Times of Indonesia, quoted in Hearing Before the Committee on Foreign Relations United States Senate.
International Cultural Exchange and Trade Fair Participation Act of 1956. February 21, 1956. Haithi Trust
(100667963).



presented something of the United States that we could wholeheartedly approve of,” with an

invitation to return.18 The dancers also felt the importance of being abroad, leaving “their mark

on every country we went to in some way, with somebody . . . with enough people that it was

worth doing . . . . The people got a chance to see what was going on in our country.”19 The

inaugural tour’s success led to an extension and subsequent tours, with Graham traveling to more

than 25 countries between 1955 and 1987.20 Through each performance, Graham transcended

national boundaries and language barriers with her unique artistic language, championing

democratic ideals and elevating American culture, thereby fostering international collaboration.

A cornerstone of Graham’s success as a cultural ambassador stemmed from her diverse,

inclusive dance troupe that communicated commonality with people of all ages, body types,

races and cultural backgrounds, including Asian and African Americans. Graham purposefully

incorporated stylistic elements from each performance location, fostering relatability for foreign

audiences through shared identities. Graham described her dances as a fusion of many cultures,

“a great deal of what I do today is not only American Indian but also Mexican Indian. It

is not that I tried to be either Mexican or Indian, but to gain the ability to identify myself

with a culture that wasn’t mine. One begins to realize that all human beings are the

same.”21

Additionally, her approach was reciprocal as she actively learned from the local culture:

“throughout the tour, the natives of each land gave to me the gift of their culture through the

presentation of native dances. In the evening I tried to do the same.”22 Her diversity-oriented

troupe and integration of local dance elements shaped international perceptions by cultivating

22 Graham, Blood Memory, 206.
21 Graham, Blood Memory, 144.

20 Victoria Philips, and Heinrich von Herzogenberg, “Martha Graham's Cold War: the Dance of American
Diplomacy,” (Oxford University Press, 2020), 11.

19 Linda Hodes, telephone interview by the author, February 27, 2021.
18 Times of Indonesia, quoted in Hearing Before the Committee on Foreign Relations United States Senate.



familiarity, making audiences more receptive to her dance messages of America’s core values of

diversity, freedom and inclusivity.

In response to the increasing global influence of youth culture and the recognition of

younger generations as key agents of social change, in 1962 government initiatives began

engaging younger audiences in cultural diplomacy efforts. Graham directed informal lecture

workshops towards this younger demographic instead of offering more formal demonstrations to

society’s elite.23 Her inclusive appeal enabled her troupe to successfully engage both elite and

younger audiences, which Linda Hodes, a member of Graham’s dance troupe, corroborated,

“they all had a positive reaction.”24 By offering lectures and dance lessons to young local

dancers, Graham facilitated the introduction of her modernist technique for use in their own

choreography. The State Department heartily endorsed this one-to-one contact with local youth,

who could disseminate messages and culture exchanges to future generations.25 Moreover, by

emphasizing her unique techniques, Graham not only further etched her mark on the global

stage, but also ensured the continued propagation of American democratic values and ideals by

providing the younger generation in these countries with a deeper understanding of American

culture and opportunities for collaboration through dance lessons and workshops.

As a cultural ambassador, Graham also utilized dance to convey political awareness

surrounding gender equality, further shaping international perceptions of America. She

challenged societal perspectives on gender roles by making women integral characters and

giving them leading roles in her performances. Choreography in Frontier and Dances of Women

defied traditional gendered movements, placing women at the center of the narrative.26

26 Foulkes,Modern Bodies, 46.
25 Naima Prevots, Dance for Export: Cultural Diplomacy and the Cold War, (Wesleyan University Press, 2001), 47.
24 Hodes, telephone interview by the author.
23 Phillips and von Herzogenberg.Martha Graham's Cold War, 168.



Additionally, Graham herself was a role model as a choreographer, teacher, and director of her

own company, roles previously not held by a woman.27 Ultimately, her groundbreaking career

and the empowering roles she created for women not only served to communicate to audience

members the talent of female performers and women in general, but they also contributed to the

broader diplomatic messages she was conveying, subtly advocating for Western values of

equality and progress.

Graham’s pioneering role in dance and cultural diplomacy was acknowledged nationally

when President Ford awarded her with the Medal of Freedom, making her the first dancer and

choreographer to receive this highest civilian honor. Even after her death in 1991, she continues

to leave her mark, as influential dancers like Rudolf Nereyev, Mikhael Barynshnikov, Paul

Taylor, and Merce Cunningham, who were members of her company, continue using dance to

communicate opinions and ideals. Having danced for eight different presidents at the White

House, Graham persistently impressed the importance of dance as a communications vehicle.28

Her pivotal role in the evolution of dance was showcased in a 1998 documentary series, The

Power of Myth, where Joseph Campbell lists Graham among the “individuals who were key to

our civilization” and changed the way dance is seen today.29 Graham’s transformative impact on

the perception of dance as a form of communication and her legacy in cultural diplomacy

continue to inspire and shape perspectives today.

Graham’s innovative modern dance style constituted a vital component of the broader

soft power Cold War diplomacy efforts, uniquely communicating Americana through her dance

technique indigenous to the United States. During this era, global trade fairs and exhibits

showcased state-of-the-art American technology, while international sporting events amplified

29 Graham, Blood Memory, 164.
28 Graham, Blood Memory, 169.
27 Foulkes,Modern Bodies, 29.



America’s might. Concurrently, American radio networks reached worldwide audiences, subtly

disseminating American culture and values into communist-oriented locales. Other art forms like

jazz embodied American democracy and civil liberties through African American musicians and

accessible concerts attended by commoners.30 For her part, Graham’s avant-garde techniques

symbolized America’s contemporary problem-solving aptitude, with the potential to benefit

third-world countries seeking to improve their quality of life. Conclusively, Graham’s

importance in shaping American identity was paramount as modern dance was “the one art

uniquely American.” This was pivotal in her service as a cultural ambassador for four decades.31

Reflecting the long-term implications of Graham's approach, her method of using dance

for cultural diplomacy to articulate American ideals continues to be used as a soft power strategy

today. While Hodes acknowledged that staging these large-scale performances abroad was costly,

she asserted the importance of this exchange as “the people got a chance to see what kinds of

things were going on in our country. And we got a chance to see what was going on in their

country.”32 The prioritization of cultural diplomacy has fluctuated under different presidential

administrations, typically gaining prominence during crises and receding during peacetime.

Notably, it waned under President Nixon’s presidency, as he and his Secretary of State, Henry

Kissinger, questioned its effectiveness, leading Nixon to transfer the cultural programs

department from the State Department to a National Security Council subcommittee.33 However,

from 2001 through 2010, federal government funding for cultural exchange programs increased

by 40%. This resurgence encompassed First Lady Laura Bush’s 2006 "Global Cultural

Initiative," which advocated for the use of arts, including dance, for “international engagement

33 Michael L. Krenn, The History of United States Cultural Diplomacy: 1770 to the Present Day, (Bloomsbury
Academic, 2017), 142.

32 Hodes, telephone interview by the author.
31 Geduld, Dancing Diplomacy, 47.

30 Schneider, Cynthia P. Cultural Diplomacy: Hard to Define, but You'd Know It If You Saw It (N.p.: Brown Journal
of World Affairs, 2006), 192, https://www.jstor.org/stable/24590653.



and dialogue,” and the State Department’s 2010 dance troupe tour to Africa, East Asia/Pacific,

and South America.34 The 9/11 attacks catalyzed a renewed focus on cultural diplomacy,

particularly regarding the Middle East.35 Secretary of State Hillary Clinton continued to advocate

for “smart power” methods to enhance international communication, including the “Center

Stage” public diplomacy initiative leveraging the arts.36 While President Trump’s “America

First” stance favored an exclusive focus on international economic trade and a diminished role

for federally-funded cultural diplomacy, privately financed dance troupes like Battery Dance

continued to tour and promote American culture aimed at youth audiences.37 Recently, President

Biden reinstated the Committee on the Arts and the Humanities, previously disbanded under

Trump, underscoring his belief in its necessity for cultural and diplomatic efforts: “Cultural

diplomacy is the linchpin of public diplomacy; for it is in cultural activities that a nation’s idea of

itself is best represented.”38 Overall, Graham’s introduction of dance as a novel form of

communication altered the portrayal of the United States in foreign countries through cultural

diplomacy, a practice still employed today.

38 Ables, Kelsey. "Biden Reinstates Arts Committee That Disbanded Under Trump." The Washington Post, October
1, 2022; United States Department of State. 2005 - Cultural Diplomacy: The Linchpin of Public Diplomacy,
September 15, 2005. www.2009-2017.state.gov/pdcommission/reports/54256.htm.

37 Battery Dance: Global Programs. Accessed February 4, 2021. www.batterydance.org/globalprograms/.

36 U.S. Department of State Welcomes Haitian Performer BelO to the United States, Brings Cultural Diplomacy to
Main Street America, Federal Information & News Dispatch, LLC, Washington, 2012.
www.2009-2017.state.gov/r/pa/prs/ps/2012/10/199331.htm.

35 Krenn, The History of United States Cultural Diplomacy, 6.

34 “Mrs. Laura Bush Launches "Global Cultural Initiative" to Enhance U.S. Cultural Diplomacy,” Federal
Information & News Dispatch, LLC, Washington, 2006. www./2001-2009.state.gov/p/af/rls/fs/73876.htm; Kate
Taylor, "U.S. to Send Visual Artists as Cultural Ambassadors," New York Times, October 26, 2010.
www.nytimes.com/2010/10/26/arts/design/26friends.html?searchResultPosition=1.

https://2009-2017.state.gov/pdcommission/reports/54256.htm
http://www./2001-2009.state.gov/p/af/rls/fs/73876.htm


Appendix A

*Note: I used many primary sources to craft my analysis, but the main primary source

document that guided my paper was Martha Graham’s autobiography Blood Memory, as it

allowed me to better understand her viewpoints and influences as well as how she used

dance to communicate her ideals that formed the basis of her cultural diplomacy efforts.

Since the book is over 250 pages and is not divided into chapters, I chose to include the first

section of the book.

Graham, Martha. Blood Memory. Doubleday, 1991.





































Appendix B

Moselsio, Herta. Martha Graham in Lamentation, No. 4. Photograph.

www.loc.gov/item/ihas.200154215/.
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